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NORTHWEST
IDEA HOUSE
Classic home restored for family of five
BY CHRISTY LYNN ABRAM // PHOTOS BY JEFF HOBSON
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HOME
DESIGN DICTATES
LANDSCAPE
Designer Karen Stefonick
created the bold outdoor
areas, including this
entertaining area
complete with outdoor
kitchen and
fire pit.

“Angular walkways, repetitive
structured plantings, and garden
beds keep the landscape simple
with clean lines, yet bold.”
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ichele and Bob Conrad had one thing in mind
when designing their dream home — creating
peace. Nestled in a cozy rustic landscape
overlooking the Overlake Golf Course on
Bellevue’s Clyde Hill, the Conrads wanted a home for their
family that ref lected their way of life — and one that honors
growth and resiliency.
The busy couple divides their time between running two
successful businesses and managing the schedules of three
busy kids: Ella, 13, and 8-year-old twins Olivia and Colby.
After working for Microsoft for almost a decade, Michele
branched out and opened her own marketing and consulting
company. Bob is an ex-professional golfer who works in
commercial real estate for Kidder Mathews.
They are all busy and wanted a home where they could
decompress — clean lines, simplified design, and cozy.
Creating a bright sanctuary was inspired by darker times,
when in 2011, Michele was diagnosed with stage-three breast
cancer. After surviving six months of chemotherapy, two
months of radiation and seven surgeries, Michele desired to
simplify her life and her surroundings.
“I feel like I put on a body of armor and just logistically
did what I needed to do each day to cure it. What made
everything easier was family, friends, and the community,”
she said.
Michele also credits her recovery to surrounding
herself with family and friends, and reducing clutter and

chaos.“Since then, I have been drawn to clean, simple, peaceful, and refreshing home décor.
“When looking back to my Pinterest pages over the years —
each pin has a consistent theme — the décor is serene, simple
and peaceful — many are Scandinavian — very bright, light,
airy, layered neutrals, beautiful art, lots of windows and bringing the outdoors in and vice-versa.”
Finding the perfect spot for the home they envisioned took
time. Moya Skillman from Foster Realty introduced them to
Todd Lozier, president of Lochwood-Lozier Custom Homes,
a Redmond-based custom home, design, and landscape firm.
Lozier was planning to renovate a special 1960s-era Ralph
Anderson home.
Anderson was an iconic architect known for crafting
designs to blend with the Northwest landscape; he used broad
windows, protective roof lines, exposed framing, and the
emphasis on verticality became his signature. The Conrads
and Lozier wanted to preserve the home and at the same time
make it functional for today’s lifestyle.
It was a match made in design and architectural heaven
when they brought award-winning designer Lisa Staton of Lisa
Staton Design on board. She had worked with the Conrads on
past homes, and she understood their design desires.

ABOVE The home at night is beautifully lighted in all
the right places thanks to Advantage Light Source and
the artistic eye of Bill Ellsbury from Moon Shadows
Landscape Lighting in Everett.
MEET THE CONRADS Olivia, Bob, Ella, Michele and Colby
love their open and organized home. Everything has a
place, and everyone’s personalities shine through. The
home is made to entertain, but is also cozy enough for
movie nights and snuggles.
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STAIRCASE The custom fabricated stairs by Brookfield
Stairs and Rail are stunning.
FIREPLACE The master suite is fit to be in a high-end
hotel with its own fireplace with marble surround and
cushy seating. The veining on the Calacatta porcelain
thin slab from Oregon Tile and Marble resembles the
trees that surround the property.

“This was not a historical preservation, but rather a renovation
with tremendous respect.”
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The end result? The home is not complicated. Each room
ref lects the personalities of every member of the house —
peace and tranquility for Mom to a putting green out back for
Dad. The color palette is warm and bright. The furniture is a
mix of high-end meets funky vintage finds, as well as items
from Etsy, IKEA, Alchemy Collections, West Elm, and more.
“This was not a historical preservation, but rather a renovation with tremendous respect,” Lozier said. “This home is
Lochwood-Lozier’s interpretation of what Ralph Anderson
might have done today given the different lifestyle choices
and needs of families today.”
Major changes included removing all interior walls
to create an open concept main-f loor plan. Upstairs also
was reconfigured to create walk-in closets, and ensuite
baths. Staton used her designing eye to make it all work.
“Creating a rhythm where the whole house read as one full
visual statement, and each room could have its own character
— I really wanted the house to f low seamlessly,” she said.
It took nine months to complete. When the project was
done, the Conrads, who were part of it from start to finish,
were still in awe. “When you walk in the house it feels serene
and peaceful. It has a really good aura,” Michele said.
One of her favorite things is to look out the windows
with 360-degree views of towering trees. “We carefully lit
up an old beautiful Madrona tree, which really shines in
the evening.” It’s simple, strong, and timeless, just like the
Conrads and their home.

See more photos of the home at 425magazine.com

RECYCLED
LIGHT
This chandelier was
rescued from the original
dining room, then the
trash. It was restored and
is the centerpiece of the
master suite —
 a Ralph
Anderson-sourced
piece of art.
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HOME SPA
A large soaking
tub stands front and
center in the master
bath. A large walkin shower is also
in this luxurious
space.

“The décor is bright, light,
airy, with lots of windows,
bringing the outdoors in.”
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1
The tile surrounding the
living room fireplace
is Kauri by Oregon Tile
and Marble. The wood
ceiling is hemlock.

2
A covered outdoor space
makes eating al fresco possible
(almost) year-round. The
putting green by ForeverLawn
makes the space fun.

3
Bunk beds make great
use of the space. Each
of the kids’ rooms also
has seating areas and its
own bathroom.

4
The wallpaper is
custom and brings Paris
to life in Ella’s space.
The hanging chair
makes us swoon.
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QUAD
OF TOOLS
It ’s an oven, a
steamer, a microwave, a
barista! The question is,
what can’t these beautiful Gaggenau appliances from Albert
Lee do?
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THE BUILDER

THE INTERIOR DESIGNER

THE LANDSCAPER

Todd Lozier
Lochwood-Lozier Custom
Homes lochwoodlozier.com

Lisa Staton
Lisa Staton Design
lisastaton.com

Karen Stefonick
Karen Stefonick Design
karenstefonickdesign.com
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OTHER PRIORITY PARTNERS
Gaggenau // Oregon Tile & Marble
Moon Shadows Landscape Lighting
Albert Lee Appliance
Fireside Hearth and Home
Windows Doors & More
Andersen Windows & Doors
Sherwin Williams // Seattle Lighting
Macadams Floor and Design
Kentwood Floors // CertainTeed
Saint-Gobain // Bellmont Cabinets
Grohe // Brookfield Stairs and Rail

